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Abstract—In recent times, the problem of Unsolicited Bulk Email (UBE) or commonly known as Spam Email, has increased at a tremendous growth rate. We present an analysis of survey based on classifications of UBE in various research works. There are many research instances for classification between spam and non-spam emails but very few research instances are available for classification of spam emails, per se. This paper does not intend to assert some UBE classification to be better than the others nor does it propose any new classification but it bemoans the lack of harmony on number and definition of categories proposed by different researchers. The paper also elaborates on factors like intent of spammer, content of UBE and ambiguity in different categories as proposed in related research works of classifications of UBE.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TECHNICALLY defined, E-mail, short for electronic mail and often abbreviated to email or simply mail, is a store and forward method of composing, sending, receiving and storing messages over electronic communication systems [24]. Since E-mail is fast, cheap and easy to send, it has gained enormous popularity not simply as a means for letting friends and colleagues exchange messages, but also as a medium for conducting electronic commerce. But these same features responsible for growth of email are also accountable for proliferation of a special sort of email called Unsolicited Bulk Email (UBE).

A large part of email traffic consisting of non-personal and non time critical information that should be filtered is called UBE and is synonymously known by various names, including spam email, bulk email, junk email, unimportant email and Unsolicited Commercial Email (UCE). E-mail spam is a subset of spam that involves sending nearly identical messages in bulk, to numerous recipients by e-mail without the consent of the recipient. “Unsolicited” means that the sender lacks affirmative consent from the recipient. “Bulk” means that a substantively similar message is sent to more than 200 addresses a day [10].

The problem of UBE has been increasing at a tremendous rate. SC Magazine in its December – 2008 statistical report on UBE has stated that approx. 200 billion spam messages are being sent per day [13]. For the end of year 2009, it predicted that spam volumes were to rise higher than 95 per cent [14]. UBE, hence, has become an increasing threat to the viability of Internet E-mail and a danger to Internet commerce. In addition to various technical problems like increasing Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), choking network and flooding file servers, it also poses serious non-technical problems like victimization of innocent people in financial scandals. Spoofing, Phishing and other fraudulent messages have become an order of the day, through UBE.

Keeping in view the technical problems posed by UBE and also the societal dimension of the issue, we feel that there is a need to analyze the types of UBE. We argue that such a structured discussion of the subject is important in identifying the instances of spam as well as its easy management. Most of all, it helps in a better understanding of spam-mailing and we believe that the first step towards fighting spam is to understand it. We further believe that by publicizing the types of UBE as well as the analysis of various types of UBE, we will raise the awareness and interest of the research community. A survey of classifications of UBE, as available in the related literature works of various researchers, has been presented by Saini et. al. [12]. Moving on this line, this paper presents an analysis of this survey of various classifications of UBE.
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II. STATISTICAL SUMMARIZATION OF UBE CLASSIFICATIONS

Most of the research works, in the field of classifications of emails, have focused on classification of emails into spam and non-spam categories. Some researchers have also focused on classification of spam-emails into different categories. But the number of such research instances is quite few. Saini et. al. [12] in their work has attempted to provide an exhaustive list of classifications of spam-emails or UBE into different categories. Here we present the gist and analysis of this survey of classifications of UBE. If some researcher has given different classification categories of UBE, at different locations, then they have been considered as different sets of classifications. The statistical data for this is summarized and presented in Table I.
In all there were 36 research works found and analyzed for classifications of UBE into different categories. The number of UBE categories in each research work was counted and then this category-count was plotted against the frequency-of-category-count. This data, in Table II, is presented in tabular format in columns (2) and (3) respectively. Also, for Table II, the total of column (4), which is product of columns (2) and (3), presents the total number of UBE categories found in all research works. This value of 252 UBE categories when divided by value number of research works, i.e. 36, provides us with the average number of UBE categories in each research work as 7.

### III. ANALYSIS OF UBE CLASSIFICATIONS

Previous section listed statistically summarized points for interpretation of Fig. 1 and summary of email classifications found in literature. Additionally, there is another set of important things that come out from analysis of various classifications proposed by work done in the past. These are delineated below.

1) **No Solely Devoted Purpose of UBE Classification**

The foremost thing to check for UBE classification is whether the researcher has classified the spam emails for the actual purpose of its classification or is this classification a side-product of some other process. This is important because it affects the way in which the emails are viewed and hence the way in which classification is done.

e.g. for many cases of literature study of our work we found that the classification has not been done for the sole purpose of classification of UBE; instead it is a part of discussion or work on some other related topic. The research works of Gajewski [4] and Sahami et. al. [11] are examples of this. There are also instances of research works who have explicitly classified the UBE. McAfee Inc. [9] and Sophos Inc. [18] are its examples.

2) **No Hierarchical Classification of UBE**

There is no classification of UBE which tries to categorize the UBE in a hierarchical taxonomy.

e.g. advertisement for printer-toner and advertisement for hair-growing medicine are both, ultimately the advertisements. Hence they both can be kept under a common head of Advertisements which in turn is divided into two sub-heads called I.T./Computer and Medicinal.

e.g. in absence of such a scenario an otherwise sub-category may be treated as another category. For instance, Stock Scams and Financial scams treated as separate categories is less suitable than treating Stock Scams as sub-category of Financial scams. Other sub-categories here may be those dealing with Lottery scams, Bank scams, etc.

3) **UBE Fighting-Approach Used for UBE Classification**

There is difference among the approaches used for fighting the different categories of UBE. So UBE fighting approach should not be used as a criterion for defining UBE categories. For instance anti-virus can identify UBE containing virus but...
it will not identify the UBE containing a fake offer of genital enhancement medicines or a UBE from a person asking to transfer a few million United States Dollars (USD) to outside his country. This difference is also used by a few researchers as a criterion for classification of UBE.

e.g. Stephenson [20] in his research work has attempted to protect the enterprise from email-borne threats. He believes that the more threats that are managed appropriately, the better. Typically he sees anti-virus, anti-malware, anti-spam and anti-phishing. So from his perspective, spam emails and emails containing viruses are two separate groups but from our perspective they both are ultimately spam-emails, though anti-spam and anti-virus may work differently.

4) No Common Definition for Given UBE Category

There is no common definition of some category of spam email classification in corporate and research community. It should be standardized so that when classification done by one agency or researcher is communicated with the other one, a common element of concept without any ambivalence or ambiguity is interpreted by them.

e.g. of FTC Division of Marketing Practices [3] categorizes Job offers under the category of Education while Threat Research and Content Engineering (TRACE) of Marshal Ltd. [22] categorizes it under the category of Other Offers.

5) Intent of Spammer Not Given Due Consideration

Classification of spam email needs to keep in focus the intent of spammer and not just the content of UBE.

e.g. The UBE for male-genital enhancement medicines contains some pictures of male-genitals for emphasizing the importance of their product. As a result, many classifiers will classify it as Adult or Porn UBE. The classifications proposed by Sen [17] and Kaspersky Labs [6] are examples of this. In the same classification, Kaspersky Labs [6] have classified advertisements for weight loss, baldness, skin care, etc. in a separate category called Health and Medicine. It should be pointed out here that the intention of sender is to advertise his Medicinal product and not to promote Pornography; in spite of the fact that the picture is Pornographic.

6) Classification is Biased by Season and Concept Drift

For classification of spam emails the duration of research work should be large enough to get independent of seasonal changes. The short duration research suffers not only from seasonal bias but also from various sporadically occurring events in the world. But at the same time it should not be affected by concept drift [5, 7, 23].

e.g. during the time of elections in United States of America, many spam emails (particularly those containing Virus, Trojan or Porn material) had subject lines talking about the elections.

7) UBE Classification Algorithm is not Hybrid

As in the case of various available programs (e.g. open source program called SpamAssassin [19]) for classification of emails, there is a need to develop a hybrid system for classification of spam emails. This will help in reducing the false positives. i.e. instead of designing systems based on a single test or a set of preliminary tests, a combination of tests should be employed for classification of UBE into various categories.

8) UBE Classification should Address Legality of Matter

Classification of spam is important from a legal perspective, because most spam legislation targets a specific category, such as commercial emails, or fraudulent spam [17].

9) UBE Classification should be Consistent

There have been classifications of UBE in past with respect to various factors. It should be borne in mind here that there has to be consistency in these classifications.

e.g. the report of Evett [21] while classifying UBE according to type, states one of the types as Adult while classifying the UBE according to percentage states data about Pornographic UBE. In this case it remains on the reader to assume that the two classifications namely Adult and Pornography refer to the same thing.

10) UBE Classification should be Language-wise

UBE needs to be classified on language-wise basis, i.e. instead of having two categories called Russian spam and Chinese spam along with Porn, Lottery, etc. spam categories as proposed by McAfee Inc. [9]; we need to work on spam in regional language separately, i.e. have Porn, Lottery, etc. UBE categories in UBE classification of each language.

11) Adult Kind of UBE needs Special Treatment

If the definition of adult mail states that it is a mail to be viewed or acted upon by a person above the age of 18 (or whatever age, depending on the legal, cultural or social conditions), than we can completely remove the category of adult mails. This is so because Pornographic mails will go in Porn category and UBE containing advertisements for male or female body-part enhancement medicines will go in category of Medicinal advertisements. In addition to this argument we can say that next-of-kin kind of mails, otherwise, could also be classified as adult emails because we can’t expect a minor (as per laws of various countries) to enter a transaction of millions of dollars!

12) UBE Classification should Address All Types of UBE

As is evident from statistics of UBE classifications in literature, only ScamBusters Editors [15] have categorized Lottery as a UBE category. Others like Worcester Polytechnic Institute [25] have not included this as a separate UBE category and implicitly included it as part of some other category like Scams or Financial UBE. Still others have included this category in none of the other categories also. Sophos [18] and Zahren [26] are examples of this. Even for those who have considered Lottery as part of scam or financial spam, rare evidences could be found in support of their categorization. The instance of Lottery is just an example to highlight this point and the same is true for various other categories also.

13) UBE Classification is Not Descriptive

Many researchers have not given any detailed description of the categories they have created. This includes lack of details for type of emails to be classified in that category as well as the definition of each type of category and email type fitted therein. In absence of this type of information given by a researcher, it becomes very difficult to interpret the results of the researcher.

14) Derivation of UBE Categories should be Consistent

It is not suitable to propose spam classification consisting of spam categories derived on different basis.
e.g. The researchers at the Security Software Zone [16] have classified Dictionary Spam along with Virus Spam. These two, according to our opinion, are two different categories of UBE and are derivable on different basis. First category is classification of spam based on the approach used by spammers for spamming. Second category is classification of spam based on the actual contents of UBE. So classification of spam emails based on methods of spamming is different than the classification of spam emails based on the contents of spam emails.

15) UBE Classification is Ambiguous

Anderson et. al. [1] propose Illegal is a category of UBE. In the same work, the researchers have also identified other separate categories for spam emails, like Adult and Financial Data and Services. Actually any spam email dealing with Adult contents can be perceived as Illegal since the spammer does not know the age group, gender, social or cultural restrictions, etc. of the victim or reader. Further any financial transaction which is not reported to the Income Tax Department either in the form of earning or in the form of expenditure, is also illegal (in countries like India). Hence here is very narrow margin for classification of UBE.

16) UBE Classification Suffers from Fuzzy Behaviour

Spam classification is a fuzzy process. When to merge two or more identified categories into a single category or when to break a category into two or more categories, is difficult to be decided.

e.g. Colonolcose and Viagra both are classified in category called Health & Medicines. But this can be further sub-classified into two different categories called Genital Enhancement/Sexual Enhancement Drugs and Bowel Clearing Drugs. Another way to create sub-categories may be using Allopathic Medicines and Homeopathic Medicines. So the solution here is to break a single category into more categories.

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS

Through the analysis of the survey of the research literature related to classifications of UBE, we found that though much work has been done on the classification of emails; only a little work has been done on the classifications of UBE. We also found that there is vast difference between the numbers of UBE categories proposed by different researchers and a proper hierarchical classification of UBE has not been worked out. A list of UBE categories, comprising of detailed description of each category, is lacking. The approaches used by researchers for classification of UBE are different and there is no common definition of any kind of UBE category. Intent of spammer, content of UBE, language of UBE, algorithm used for UBE classification, duration of research, concept-drift and purpose of UBE classification are various factors based on which an analysis of the UBE classifications proposed in related research literature could be carried out. We presented a detailed analysis, for finding based on each of these factors, obtained by us from the existing UBE classifications in the preceding section of this paper.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of survey of various works related to classifications of UBE is presented here. We conclude that a lot of work needs to be done on UBE classification. The duration of research for UBE classification should be independent of seasonal-bias as well as concept-drift. UBE classification is a fuzzy process and there is very less differentiation among groups of UBE categories like Adult, Illegal, Medicinal, Porn, Dating, Romance, Matrimonial and others. Understanding spam of any kind is the first step towards fighting it and the best way to understand spam is to categorize it. We conclude that a hierarchical structure needs to be developed for a proper classification of UBE. The algorithm used for UBE classification should be hybrid, adaptive and scalable enough to accommodate various kinds of spam-emails roaming around. We conclude that an exhaustive list of UBE categories with a comprehensive description of each category is necessary for understanding UBE and fighting it.
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